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Walking and trekking guidebook to Romania's Carpathian Mountains. one of the wildest parts of

Eastern Europe. This is a complete guide to exploring the Carpathian mountains and Transylvania,

including both remote and more popular areas, such as Poiana Brasov, with detailed descriptions of

main bases and ranges, and over 30 massifs, including the Eastern Carpathians, the Maramures,

the Apuseni and Mountains of Banat and the Monasteries of Bucovina. The routes range from short,

half-day excursions to 7 day hikes. The guidebook has over 40 maps and colour photographs and

packed with vital information on language, local sights and attractions, travel issues, skiing,

mountain biking and walking. Isolated for a long time, Romania's Carpathians offer some of the

finest walking in Europe. There are well waymarked paths, adequate maps and a good network of

mountain huts. More than just beautiful landscapes, Europe's wildest mountains offer a chance to

discover a European scene that has now disappeared further west. There is a remarkable wealth of

wildlife, the region being one of the last European strongholds of the wolf and bear. The author,

James Roberts was a leading authority on walking in Romania, and guided walking groups there for

several years. Sadly, although quite young, he died while this book was in the final stages of

preparation.
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Lots of talk but weak and unplexsiable practical guidness

unusable maps, the resolution of the maps in the kindle version is too low

In Romania hiking is somewhat hard for foreigners outside of the more populated areas due to the

lack of signage as well as a lack of availability in directions in hiking from some sources in parts of

the country. The book will tell you enough information if you want to go to main tourist hiking

destinations and use forest/walker trails as well as some maps on finding your way around while

trying not to get lost. While it is not quite high quality, think more of the late 80's early 90's street

maps it will get you where you need to go in the designated areas. Some of the most scenic views

are slightly off the beaten path and require distancing yourself from this book. Romania's mountains

are beautifull and worth the hike this will tell you a little about what you can see and hopefully make

you decide positively on your preplanned adventure. It is always a good idea however when hiking

in Romania to know your surroundings as well as having someone who is Romanian with you so

that you may explore more and have a more enjoyable time.

Just came back from a few days hiking in the Piatra Craiului in Romania. Unfortunately I had three

days of non-stop rain so I wasn't able to do any of the hikes from the guide that are on top of the

ridge of the mountain. Instead I walked a few routes below the tree line. I did find the general info in

the book very useful. It tells you about train travel, accomodation, mountain huts (cabanas),

equipment, flora and fauna, useful words and phrases and useful addresses. Besides this guide I

would also bring a detailed map of the area where you're hiking. The maps in the guide are too

small and lack detail in case you want to trot outside the marked routes.
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